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Abstract

1. Identify genes associated with DLBCL

2. Develop DLBCL Risk Score Calculator

Purpose

To create a genetic based risk calculator for physicians that
more accurately predicts the overall survival of DLBCL patients
and enhances clinical decision making.
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We identified 233 DLBCL samples from the
Genome Expression Omnibus (under the accession
number GSE10846) that had established gene
expression values
We categorized the genes into high or low risk
expression based on the median gene expression
value
Using the R survival package, we plotted the
Kaplan Meier curves and found the p-values for
each gene
61 genes were found to be statistically significant
(p<0.001)
We performed LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage
and Selection Operator) analysis on the 61
statistically significant genes
33 genes were found to have non-zero coefficients
By multiplying these coefficients with a patient’s
expression values of the 33 genes we identified
and then adding those values together, we created
a risk score
We validated our risk score with 3 external
datasets (GSE34171, GSE32918/69051, and TCGA)

• Together with Illumisoft, we developed this
DLBCL risk score calculator into an app and
website
• The web app leverages a single page
architecture with dynamic routing and is
written in the React framework
• Hosted on Azure Cloud’s app services

3. Sequence RNA from DLBCL samples
• 10 DLBCL patient FFPE samples were
obtained from the Biospecimen Repository
Core Facility The University of
• After deparaffinization, we performed Bulk
RNA sequencing on the deparaffinized
FFPE tissue
• We evaluated the gene expression values
for the 33 genes we identified for our risk
score calculator
• We calculated the risk scores for these
patients and compared them to R-IPI

The Prognostic Gene Signature More
Accurately Places Patients into Risk Groups

Background
Diffuse Large B Cell Lymphoma (DLBCL) is a neoplasm arising from the lymphoid progenitor cell
line, and it is the most common lymphoma in the United States. There are 2 subclasses, including
the germinal center B cell-like (GCB) and the activated B cell-like (ABC), with the ABC class being
more aggressive. DLBCL frequently presents with lymphadenopathy and hepatosplenomegaly but
can be diagnosed based on molecular markers including CD19, CD20, CD10, BCL6, and CD5.
There is a widespread incidence of DLBCL in middle and older aged adults, and currently, the
methods of staging and treatment strategies do not rely on new genetic based technologies. The
Revised International Prognostic Index (R-IPI) is used by physicians to identify risk groups based on
age, lactate dehydrogenase levels, general health status, stage of tumor and number of disease
sites. However, by examining the expression levels of several genes in DLBCL patients, we may be
able to create a genetic based risk score calculator that more accurately predicts overall survival
(OS) in patients. This will allow physicians to describe disease progression as well as evaluate the
benefit of treatment.

R-IPI

The R-IPI evolved from a retrospective study of 365 patients with newly diagnosed DLBCL treated with R-CHOP prior to 2005.
Patients were followed for 7–64 months after 6–8 cycles of R-CHOP. Overall survival (OS) outcomes were calculated using
conventional IPI for comparison. Risk factors were then redistributed to create a more meaningful stratification grouping. The
score is able to differentiate patients into three groups (very good, good, poor), all of who have survival >50% in the new era.
The revised International Prognostic Index (R-IPI) is a better predictor of outcome than the standard IPI for patients with diffuse
large B-cell lymphoma treated with R-CHOP.
Blood 2007 March 1, 109 (5): 1857-61

R-IPI Results
Risk Score: 5
Assesment: Poor

OUTPUT

Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) is the most common type of non-Hodgkin
lymphoma. It is an heterogenous cancer that can have variable responses to therapy and
profound differences in survival outcomes. DLBCL is of B- cell origin and was typically
treated with a regimen of cyclophosphamide, hydroxydaunorubicin, oncovin and
prednisone (CHOP) but the addition of the anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody rituximab (R)
significantly improved patient overall-survival (OS). A scoring system has been used to
identify risk groups of DLBCL individuals called the International Prognostic Index (IPI) that
uses age, lactate dehydrogenase levels, general health status, stage of tumor and
number of disease sites to place the patients in 1 of 4 risk groups that correspond with the
likelihood of 3-year OS. A revised IPI (R-IPI) using R-CHOP-treated patients was developed
that had improved prognostic value at determining risk groups. What this historically used
DLBCL scoring system lacks is more individualized data, including molecular information.
Limited gene expression studies have been performed on DLBCL, which have successfully
classified DLBCL subclasses. Here, we have expanded on previous gene expression
studies and have identified genes that are associated with OS in DLBCL using data from
the Lymphoma/Leukemia Molecular Profiling Project. Specifically, we have developed a
prognostic gene signature consisting of 33 genes that, when transformed into a risk score,
can stratify individuals into high or low risk groups that have significantly different OS. The
prognostic gene signature was associated with OS in multiple clinical studies, and when
used in conjunction with DLBCL molecular subtype and R-IPI score, OS was predicted more
accurately. Recently, we have developed a web based DLBCL Risk Score Calculator. This
calculator combines our prognostic gene signature and the current R-IPI risk scoring
system to generate risk scores and predict survival probabilities by year. Next, we will
challenge our DLBCL Risk Score Calculator by performing RNA sequencing on DLBCL
samples with documented pathology and progress reports. After validation, our DLBCL
Risk Score Calculator will more accurately identify patients that will do well on standard
care, and alert clinicians to patients that would benefit from experimental therapeutic
approaches or more frequent clinical monitoring following treatment.

Development of Risk Score Calculator

Experimental Approach

INPUT

1

Illumisoft Risk Calculator

Risk Assesment

Survival Probability

Very Good

94%

Good

79%

Poor

55%

Genomic Risk Score
A single risk score is calculated from the molecular expression levels of 33 genes within the tumor. Using retrospective historical
DLCBL datasets of patients treated with R-CHOP, the risk scores are associated with the frequency of overall survival within
the DLBCL-treated patients (Khanal and Bradley, Cancer Genetics. 2021). This score predicts outcome assessment for the
patient as low, intermediate I, Intermediate II or high risk. This information, with other clinical risk parameters could influence
experimental treatment or clinical monitoring depending on identified risk of the patients individual tumor.

Genomic Calculator Results
Risk Score: -9.355527183006746
Assesment: Low
Survival Probability By Year
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Low

100%

100%
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48.20%
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Current DLBCL Patient Sample RNA Analysis
RNA isolation

Analysis and expression of 33 genes
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Image Credit: Dmitry Velmeshev.

When comparing our
prognostic gene signature
to the R-IPI, we found that
those who had high risk
scores had significantly
lower overall survival than
previously assigned by RIPI, and those who had a
low-risk value had higher
overall survival. As shown
in these graphs, there was
a greater margin between
the high risk and low risk
assigned mortalities in the
prognostic gene
signature.

Laboratory of Immunogenomics
at Children’s Mercy Kansas City

Summary
• We developed a 33 prognostic gene signature that accurately identifies overall survival and can be used in
conjunction with the current regimen of DLBCL care.
• Our prognostic gene signature predicted better OS for 3 external datasets (GSE34171, GSE32918/69051, and TCGA)
than what R-IPI initially determined.
• We are currently validating our prognostic gene signature by testing it on DLBCL patient samples and determining
their risk scores
• For future studies, a larger sample size of DLBCL patients to validate the risk calculator may strengthen the
accuracy
• Also, using a larger sample size from databases may eliminate the differences from evaluating RNA data attained
by different techniques in the various databases.
• Together, R-IPI and our prognostic gene signature can help physicians determine the prognosis of their patients as
well as make therapeutic decisions for their patients
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